Modeling of Starting Transition Processes of Asynchronous Motors with Reduced Voltage of the Supply Network
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ABSTRACT

Asynchronous machines are widely used in various industrial machines and devices. These engines are reliable and easy to use. In developed countries AC electric drives with asynchronous machines consume approximately 60% of the total electricity generated. Therefore, research in this direction is considered an urgent and highly demanded task. The article considers the main advantages and disadvantages of asynchronous machines, analyzes the starting negative factors of asynchronous machines, conducts computer simulation of the starting regimes of asynchronous machine with reduced voltage network, clearly shown the simulation results of the main parameters of asynchronous machines as speed, current and electromagnetic torque. Also the result of simulation shown mechanical characteristics of the asynchronous machine at reduced voltage supply network. The main research methods in this scientific work were carried out by means of mathematical and computer modeling, and more precisely with the help of the MATLAB program. The novelty of the article is a deep analysis of the influence of the mains voltage on the parameters of the asynchronous machine and the determination of the exact critical values of the mains voltage at which the start of the asynchronous machine will be impossible.

1. INTRODUCTION

Previously, only DC electric drives were taken as the basis of regulating electric drives and AC electric drives with asynchronous and synchronous motors remained uncontrollable. This circumstance was explained by the difficulties in regulating the speed of rotation of asynchronous machines, as well as complex and difficult transients that occur during transient modes of operation of AC motors [1]. Asynchronous machines are widely used in various sectors of the national economy, for example, asynchronous electric motors of high power are used in turbine mechanisms, such as pumps, compressors, fans etc. [2]. Asynchronous low-power machines are used in various machine tools and mechanisms, such as metal cutting machines, spinning machines, etc. [3]. A distinctive feature of asynchronous machines is the complex starting modes of operation, where the starting currents can be up to 7Ie, and the starting electromagnetic torque up to 3Mie [4]. Starting currents can lead to heating and loss of stability winding insulation, and thereby reducing the life of all electrical equipment as a whole. The working temperature a part of the electrical equipment depends not only on the load, but also depends from the temperature of the environment too [5]. The elimination of negative starting factors in asynchronous machines can be achieved using soft start systems (soft starter) or using frequency converters [6]. Other features of asynchronous motors include the relationship of machine parameters with the mains supply [7]. For example, a direct start of asynchronous motors is permissible if its start does not lead to a voltage failure of no more than 10%, and the dependence of the electromagnetic moment and voltage of the supply network in asynchronous machines is squarely directly proportional [8]. For a more detailed study of the operating modes of asynchronous motors at different values of the voltage network, it is necessary to perform computer simulation. For perform this task, in first necessary to analyze the mathematical model of asynchronous machine [9-11].

The contribution of the article largely can be considered theoretical laws and knowledge, but the results obtained are also applicable to practice. Therefore, for example, based on the results obtained, it is possible to correctly and optimally select starting electric equipment for electric drives. Moreover, possible continue research in this direction and start mass production of special asynchronous machines that can work well with low quality electricity [12]. Such machines will primarily be intended for countries where to the quality of electricity does not provide the necessary attention, and their main task is to supply people with electricity, albeit with low quality.

2. METHODOLOGY

The generalized asynchronous machine contains a three-phase winding on the stator and rotor, which are connected to symmetrical three-phase voltage sources, example shown in Figure 1 [11, 13].

The equations of equilibrium of electromotive force on the stator and rotor windings of asynchronous machine have the next form [11, 14, 15]:

For stator
\[ u_A = R_A i_A + \frac{d\Psi_A}{dt}, \]
\[ u_B = R_B i_B + \frac{d\Psi_B}{dt}, \]
\[ u_C = R_C i_C + \frac{d\Psi_C}{dt}. \]  

(1)

For rotor
\[ u_a = R_a i_a + \frac{d\Psi_a}{dt}, \]
\[ u_b = R_b i_b + \frac{d\Psi_b}{dt}, \]
\[ u_c = R_c i_c + \frac{d\Psi_c}{dt}. \]  

(2)

**Figure 1.** Generalized asynchronous machine

Eqns. (1)-(2) feature instantaneous voltages, currents and flux linkages of the stator and rotor, as well as the active resistances of the windings. Typically, the windings are symmetrical, and therefore \( R_A = R_B = R_C = R_s \) is the active resistance of the stator winding, \( R_a = R_b = R_c = R_r \) is the active resistance of the rotor winding [16-18].

In asynchronous machines, the induction flux of the stator and rotor windings with their currents are described by the following equations:

For stator
\[ \Psi_A = L_{AA} i_A + L_{AB} i_B + L_{AC} i_C + L_{AA} i_A + L_{AB} i_B + L_{AC} i_C, \]
\[ \Psi_B = L_{BA} i_A + L_{BB} i_B + L_{BC} i_C + L_{BA} i_A + L_{BB} i_B + L_{BC} i_C, \]
\[ \Psi_C = L_{CA} i_A + L_{CB} i_B + L_{CC} i_C + L_{CA} i_A + L_{CB} i_B + L_{CC} i_C. \]  

(3)

For rotor
\[ \Psi_a = L_{aa} i_A + L_{ab} i_B + L_{ac} i_C + L_{aa} i_A + L_{ab} i_B + L_{ac} i_C, \]
\[ \Psi_b = L_{ba} i_A + L_{bb} i_B + L_{bc} i_C + L_{ba} i_A + L_{bb} i_B + L_{bc} i_C, \]
\[ \Psi_c = L_{ca} i_A + L_{cb} i_B + L_{cc} i_C + L_{ca} i_A + L_{cb} i_B + L_{cc} i_C. \]  

(4)

From Eqns. (3)-(4) it is seen that the induction flux of asynchronous machine (AM) depends from the currents of the windings [11, 19]. The equations for determining the flux linkage show that the flux linkage of each winding depends on the currents in all windings; these dependences are manifested through mutual induction. In Eqns. (3)-(4), \( L_{AA}, L_{BB}, L_{CC}, L_{aa}, L_{bb}, L_{cc} \) are the intrinsic inductances of the corresponding windings, all the others are the mutual inductances between the corresponding windings [20-22].

The equation of motion of the machine is described by the following differential equations:
\[ J \frac{d\omega}{dt} = M - M_c \]  

(5)

where, \( J \) is the inertia of AM (kg·m²), \( \omega \) is the rotation speed of AM (rad/s), \( M \) and \( M_c \) are the torques of AM and mechanism (N·m).

For completeness, it is necessary to use a law that serves to bind the vector values of the moment, flux linkage and current. This is Lenz’s law that has the following form:
\[ \bar{M} = k(\bar{\Psi} \times \bar{i}) \]  

(6)

Note that, despite the full and rigorous mathematical description, the use of Eqns. (1)-(6) for the study of the machine has serious difficulties [23, 24]. To solve such complex problems today, various computer programs are widely used that can simplify the process of mathematical calculations or solving equations [25, 26].

**3. MODELING OF ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR**

For computer simulation of asynchronous machine, was used the MATLAB program. The modeling process of asynchronous machine in the MATLAB program is more described in the following references [15, 16]. For simulation was selected asynchronous machine series RA112M4 with squirrel-cage rotor type. Machine technical data are given in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Technical parameters of asynchronous machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Name</th>
<th>Passport Parameters</th>
<th>The Calculated Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Values</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power, Pn</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revolution per minute</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The efficiency of AM</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cosφ</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current, Inom</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ik/Inom</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/Mnom</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mmax/Mnom</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>kg·m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency, fn</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole pairs, p</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance, Rs</td>
<td>0.5006</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator inductance, Ls</td>
<td>0.00589</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor resistance, Rr</td>
<td>0.9289</td>
<td>Ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor inductance, Lr</td>
<td>0.00589</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual inductance, Lm</td>
<td>0.2031</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An adapted model for studying the starting modes of asynchronous machine at a reduced voltage is shown in Figure 2.

Using computer model, we can analyze the behavior of asynchronous machine when the network voltage $U_n$ is reduced. One of the main parameters of electric motors is its speed and the rotation speed of the asynchronous machine (AM), that shown in Figure 3 in reduced voltage.

As can be seen in Figure 3, the more we reduce the rated mains voltage $U_n$, the longer the start-up of an asynchronous machine is delayed. As can be seen in Figure 3, the more we reduce the rated voltage $U_n$, the longer the delay in starting an asynchronous machine last. It also became known that the motor speed when the voltage was reduced by 10%, the start time increased by 33%, and when the mains voltage decreased by 20%, the start time of the asynchronous machine increased by 100% and amounted to 0.3 s, which is two times more than at the rated value of the mains voltage.

![Figure 2. Computer model of asynchronous machine](image)

**Figure 2. Computer model of asynchronous machine**

**Figure 3. Transient graphs of the speed of AM**

As can be seen in Figure 3, the more we reduce the rated mains voltage $U_n$, the longer the start-up of an asynchronous machine is delayed. As can be seen in Figure 3, the more we reduce the rated voltage $U_n$, the longer the delay in starting an asynchronous machine last. It also became known that the motor speed when the voltage was reduced by 10%, the start time increased by 33%, and when the mains voltage decreased by 20%, the start time of the asynchronous machine increased by 100% and amounted to 0.3 s, which is two times more than at the rated value of the mains voltage.

4. SIMULATION RESULT

As we see, when starting with reduce voltage, the speed of the AM slowly picks up acceleration than with a nominal voltage value. As already noted, the electromagnetic torque of AM is directly proportional to the supply voltage. Transient graphs of the electromagnetic torque of AM are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Transient graphs of the torque of AM in different voltage values: $U_n; 0.9U_n; 0.8U_n; 0.7U_n$](image)

**Figure 4. Transient graphs of the torque of AM in different voltage values: $U_n; 0.9U_n; 0.8U_n; 0.7U_n$**

Figure 4 shows how the torque of an asynchronous machine behaves at a reduced network voltage. In accordance with the obtained graphs, we can conclude that the torque and voltage are directly proportional. And at a voltage of $0.7U_n$, the engine torque cannot go into a static mode of operation.

Transient graphs of currents of AM are shown in Figures 5-8.

![Figure 5. Transient graphs of the rotor and stator currents of AM in $U_n$](image)

**Figure 5. Transient graphs of the rotor and stator currents of AM in $U_n$**
Figure 5 shows how the rotor and stator currents of an asynchronous machine behave at the rated mains voltage. As it became known, the rotor and stator currents during startup of an asynchronous machine increased sharply and then decreased to nominal values in a short time of the transition process.

Figure 6. Transient graphs of the rotor and stator currents of AM in $0.9U_n$

Figures 6 and 7 show how the rotor and stator currents of an asynchronous machine change with a decrease in the network voltage by $0.9U_n$ and $0.8U_n$. According to the graphs, it can be seen that when the network voltage decreases by 10% and 20%, the transient time increased from 0.1 s to 0.15 and 0.25 s, respectively. And also the amplitude of the rotor and stator currents decreased in significant values.

Figure 7. Transient graphs of the rotor and stator currents of AM in $0.8U_n$

Figure 8 shows that when the mains voltage decreases by more than 30%, the rotor and stator currents cannot cope with the static load and continuously change with the starting value to switch to normal operation. But with such a low mains voltage, the engine does not have enough torque and rotation speed in order to enter the operating mode and the engine fast starts to heat up very much.

As shown by the transient graphs of the torque and current of AM, these machine parameters directly depend on the network voltage. Mechanical characteristics of AM are shown in Figures 9-12.

Figure 8. Transient graphs of the rotor and stator currents of AM in $0.7U_n$

The mechanical characteristics in Figures 9 - 11 shows that the engine torque, when the mains voltage decreases, begins a sharp change with a variable sign and thereby may cause vibration and additional noise in the AM.
The mechanical characteristic of an asynchronous machine according to Figure 12 shows that when starting with a 30% lower voltage, the asynchronous machine will not start. The speed will not reach the required value and the engine torque remains high and alternating, which can lead to overheating and additional engine vibrations.

5. CONCLUSION

According to the simulation results (Figure 3-12), at starting AM with a reduced voltage network, the following conclusions can be drawn:

- the time of starting transient process increases;
- the acceleration of rotation speed of the AM is delayed;
- the amplitude of electromagnetic torque of the machine decreases, and intensity of the oscillations of electromagnetic torque increase;
- the currents of the rotor and stator AM, how at case the electromagnetic torque, their amplitude decreases, and the intensity of the oscillations increase; with starting the AM with a reduced network voltage by 30%, it will not start.

The simulation results are significantly different from other works on this topic, the fact is that before that a detailed analysis was not introduced and the studies were generalized and not detailed, or narrow on this problem. Patterns and theoretical knowledge, and the results obtained are consistent with other scientific works carried out earlier by other scientists and therefore the reliability of the results should not be in doubt. The specific results of the study include detailed graphs of transients of the parameters of an asynchronous machine with non-standard operating modes, as with a reduced network voltage, i.e. with poor quality mains voltage.
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